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HIGHLIGHTS
An animated film
“Community Led
Local Development”

We prepared an educational
animated film ‘Community Led
Local Development’ dealing
with the new EU approach
to local development in the
period 2014 – 2020, in order to
inform the wider public about
the principles behind such
developmental approach, as
well as to motivate the citizens
to mobilise themselves and
initiate activities within their own
communities.
* The film is available on the
ODRAZ YouTube channel,
at the following link:
http://bit.ly/1K87Qiq

Participation
in the work of
the European
Economic and
Social Committee
(EESC)

The director of ODRAZ is a
member of Group III of the
European Economic and
Social Committee – Various
Interests’ Group - and is
actively participating in its
work.

Active
participation in
the processes
of shaping
public policies

We commented on
the drafts of several
documents, for example
‘Rural development
program 2014 – 2020’,
participated in the work
of the Sectoral Monitoring
Committee for ESF 2007
– 2013, and in the work of
the Local Partnerships for
Employment (LPZ) – LPZ of
Zagreb County and LPZ of
the City of Zagreb.

The new publication
by ODRAZ

In the publication “Do
citizens of Bosnia and
Herzegovina participate
in the decision making
processes?” we introduced
the results of an action
research on the practice of
civil society organizations’
participation in the decision
making processes at the
local level in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The publication
is prepared as part of the
project ‘Youth and public
policies’.

Informing

We are recognized for
the regular information
dissimination to our
beneficiaries and other
interested citizens
through Facebook pages,
e – newsletters, ODRAZ
web page, as well as the
web page of the CIVITAS
ELAN project.

PROJEcts //
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Through knowledge
towards sustainable
local development

Duration of the project: February 2014 – July 2015
Project leader: ODRAZ
Partners: LAG Una; Association ZvoniMir from Knin
Financing: Croatian Environmental Protection and
Energy Efficiency Fund

Through this project we would like to increase
capacities for sustainable development in
rural areas of Croatia: the area of LAG Una,
which encompasses part of the Sisačko –
moslovačka County along the river Una and
several towns and municipalities in the
hinterland of the Šibensko – kniska County.

Through the training program we are preparing
local stakeholders for efficient social practice
– the training consists of five two-day training
blocks and are a combination of theory and
practice.

As part of the project, during 2014 the following
activities have been conducted:
* preparation of the project flyer - http://bit.
ly/1KMmtcU
* three two–day training blocks were held
for some 20 selected participants from
associations, local authorities and business
sector. The themes of the training were the
following: what is sustainable development;
public participation in the decision making
process;
inter-sectoral
partnership;
development
planning,
sustainable
development strategies and approach to
community led local development
* During the third training block, which was
held in Višnjica, the project participants were
informed on the examples of good practice
of projects and rural development activities.
Guest lecturers were Tugomir Majdak,
head of the Administrative department for
common policies and EU funds of Virovitičko
– podravska County, head of LAG Podravina
Mihaela Lončar and executive director of
Pustara Višnjica, Ksenija Plantak.
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Participants of the third block of training within the project
“Through knowledge towards sustainable local development” // PUSTARA VIŠNJICA
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Capacity for
Development

As part of the project, ODRAZ has conducted the
following activities:
* design of a visual identity of the LPZ
Zagreb: logotype; slogan (Actively towards
new possibilities); the title of the round table
cycle (Zagreb conversations on employment)
* preparation of the LPZ Communication
plan

Duration of the project:
Project leader: Croatian employment bureau (HZZ),
Zagreb regional office
Partners: ODRAZ, City of Zagreb, Zagreb development
agency RAZA
Financing: IPA IV – Local initiatives for employment
(European social fund)

The aim of the project was to strengthen
Local

partnerships

for

employment

of

the City of Zagreb (LPZ Zagreb). ODRAZ,
as a member of the LPZ Zagreb, was one
of the partners in the project and was
actively
of

the

involved
majority

in
of

the

implementation

project

* a research on the Strategy for the
Development
of Human
Resources
among the members of LPZ was designed
and conducted and recommendations
on the improvement of the work of
partnerships
and
a
more
efficient
implementation of the Strategy were
prepared for the Governing board and the
members of LPZ, that were presented to
the public at the final project conference.

* six participatory workshops were held,
that were designed and led by ODRAZ. The
aim of the workshops was to evaluate the
activities of LPZ, as well as evaluation of the
implementation and providing suggestion
for the needed changes of The Strategy
for the Development of Human Resources
(SRLJP) of the City of Zagreb

September 2013-September 2014

activities.
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* four round tables within the cycle ‘Zagreb
conversations on employment’ were held,
two of which were organized by ODRAZ – the
one about social entrepreneurship and the
initiative for youth employment in the region
Participatory workshop

12
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Youth and public
policies

The idea was to enhance active involvement
of youth from Bosnia and Herzegovina in the
decision making processes related to their lives,
employment and community development.
Through sharing of experiences from Croatia,
we wanted to inform the youth from Bosina
and Herzegovina of the importance of their
participation in creation, monitoring and
analysis of the public policies.

The following activities were conducted:
* preparation of the project flyer: http://bit.
ly/1JpKVyI

Duration of the project: January – December, 2014
Project leader: ODRAZ
Partner: Centre for the promotion of civil society from
Sarajevo (CPCD)
Financing: National foundation for the civil society
development/International development cooperation

* the partner organization has identified
and gathered 20 active young persons,
representatives of the civil society
organizations, local authorities and business
sector from around 10 communities in
Bosnia and Herzegovina
* an action research was conducted on the
state of involvement in the preparation of
public policies in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
whose results were shown in the
publication ‘Do citizens of Bosnia and
Herzegovina participate in the decision
making processes’, which is available at
the following link: http://bit.ly/1ID1CI7

* two two-day workshops were held during
which the young participants acquired basic
knowledge and skills for active participation
in the shaping of public policies, on the
methods and levels of participation, steps
in monitoring and analysis of public policies
and steps for the preparation of the ‘shadow
report’. The representatives of the Office for
cooperation with NGOs of the Government
of Croatia, the Croatian Youth Network and
Friends of the Earth Croatia/Green Action
shared with the participants their experiences
on the cooperation between the public and
the civil sector, as well as on the extent of
the influence of civil society organizations
on the creation of public policies

Conversation with Sandra Pernar, representative
of the Office for cooperation with NGOs of the
Government of Croatia, Zagreb
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* a visit to ACT group from Čakovec and
to examples of good practice of social
entrepreneurship was organised: to the
first social cooperative in Croatia – Humana
Nova - which employs persons with a
disadvantaged position on the labour market
and to the social agricultural cooperative
‘Domači vrt’ (The domestic garden), which
deals with ecological production and by
doing so employs marginalized social
groups, following the model of sustainable
development. The participants heard about
the concept of eco-social economy, social
entrepreneurship and participation of
associations in the preparation of the draft
Strategy for social entrepreneurship.

Visit to Social cooperative “Humana Nova”

Visit to Social agricultural cooperative “Domači vrt”
(The domestic garden)

13
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Active citizens for
Zagreb – Community
as the engine of local
development

The following activities were conducted:
* an informative material ‘Community led
local development’ was prepared – New
approach to local development in the EU
and a workshop for almost 30 participants
was held
* an educational animated film was created
on the principles of community led local
development, which can be found at the
following link: http://bit.ly/1K87Qiq
* a round table on sustainable local
development
was
organized,
during
which around 50 participants also had the
chance to see the ODRAZ animated film.

Duration of the project: June – December 2015
Project leader: ODRAZ
Financing: The City of Zagreb - Office for programs and
EU projects

The aim of the project was to inform
interested stakeholders from Zagreb about
good approaches to local development. Only
informed
of

local

and

educated

communities

representatives

will

be

able

to

initiate and speed up the processes of local
mobilisation,
for

a

gathering

sustainable

and

local

deliberation
development.

Invitation to the round table
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Education for
sustainable
development: towards
sustainable local
development
Duration of the project: June – December 2014.
Project leader: ODRAZ
Financing: The City of Zagreb – City office for energy,
environmental protection and sustainable development

Through the project, we wanted to strengthen
the skills and knowledge about sustainable
development, and accordingly, to enhance
local capacities for planning and implementing
sustainable development in Zagreb.

The workshop for 26 participants was held in
the Centre for culture ‘Trešnjevka’. They were
informed about the concept of sustainable
development, the basic principles of community
organization, the levels of involvement in the
decision making processes and the basics of the
creation of local development strategies.

Concrete examples of initiating and implementing
local sustainable development in different parts
of Croatia and different fields of action were
presented. The participants also saw the film
‘What is sustainable development?’ (“Što je to
održivi razvoj”)

15
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CIVINET Slovenia –
Croatia Network for
sustainable mobility
in the cities

CIVINET

Slovenia

–

Croatia

Network

is

gathering cities and other stakeholders from

of transport and mobility. The network was

* the first annual Assembly of the CIVINET
Slovenia – Croatia Network, February 2014.,
Ljubljana

established in Ljubljana in April 2013, with the

* two Board meetings in Zagreb

the two neighbouring countries, who deal
with sustainable planning and management

goal of sharing knowledge and good practices,
as well as of designing new joint projects.
Membership is also opened to cities and other
stakeholders from Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Macedonia,

Duration of the project: September 2013 – August 2016
Financing: Project CIVITAS CAPITAL (EC_DG MOVE),
Croatian Environmental protection and energy
efficiency fund, City of Zagreb - City office for energy,
environmental protection and sustainable development

Meetings of members and Network bodies

Montenegro

and

Serbia.

The CIVINET Slovenia – Croatia Network
coordinator is the City of Ljubljana, the
Secretariat in Slovenia is led by REC
Slovenia and in Croatia by ODRAZ.
The following activities have been conducted in
2014:
Regular informing on good practices, events
and workshops through:
* web pages of CIVITAS ELAN project (www.
civitaszagreb.hr) and Facebook page ‘For the
white city of Zagreb’ (https://www.facebook.
com/CivitasElan.ZaBijeliZagrebGrad)
* five e-newsletters CIVINET Info
* European CIVITAS initiative
(http://www.civitas.eu)

web

page

Organization of workshops and study visits
to good practice examples
* Study travel – Sustainable mobility? The
way they do it in Ljutomer, Murska Sobota,
Čakovec and Koprivnica!
* A conference on sustainable mobility ‘From
theory to practice – along the highway or by
foot?’, Maribor
* ‘BOB – By bike to the bus’, Zagreb
* Workshop ‘Sustainable mobility plans:
concepts and implementation in Slovenia,
Croatia and the neighbouring countries’,
Zagreb.
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CIVITAS FORUM 2014
(Casablanca, September 2014)
Lidija Pavić –Rogošić, upon the invitation of the
organizers, held two presentations – one as
part of a workshop on the changes in behaviour
in traffic and the other on the topic ‘Senior
citizens as important stakeholders in city
traffic’.
Study travel
– Sustainable
mobility? The
way they do it
in Ljutomer,
Murska Sobota,
Čakovec and
Koprivnica!

CIVINET Slovenia – Croatia Network has
had 44 members by the end of 2014 and is
the fastest growing and the most active
European CIVINET Network, thanks to among
others, the efforts of ODRAZ.
That is a significant figure, given that our network
is larger in numbers and activities that those of
the Francophone and the German speaking areas
with much larger populations. CIVINET Slovenia –
Croatia has become an object of interest also for
the relevant stakeholders from the neighbouring
countries, and thus during 2014 four members
from Serbia and Montenegro have joined.

Workshop “Sustainable mobility plans: concepts and implementation
in Slovenia, Croatia and the neighbouring countries’”, Zagreb.

18
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Women and sustainable
development –
new employment
opportunities

Through

the

project.

we

would

like

to

contribute to the awareness raising of women
in Bosnia and Herzegovina about the need for
their contribution to sustainable development
and the importance of their role in the social
and economic development of the community,
including their acquaintance with the examples
of good practice of social entrepreneurship in
Croatia. .

Planned activities in the first year of the project:

Duration of the project: December, 2014 – December,
2015, with a possibility of extension
Project leader: ODRAZ
Partners: REDAH - Association for economic
development from Mostar, Croatian Network for Rural
Development (HMRR)
Financing: Croatian Ministry of Foreign and European
Affairs

* strengthening of capacities – two
workshops on sustainable development
principles, the importance of strengthening
social capital through active participation
of women in the social and economic
life of their communities and new
employment opportunities through social
entrepreneurship
* action research – the design and
implementation of the action research
‘Women in local development of Bosnia and
Herzegovina’
* continuous informing of participants and
other stakeholders through e-newsletter
and media cooperation.
* More on the project: http://bit.ly/1GlvX8x
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Institutional grant
Duration of the support: 2013 – 2015
Financing: National foundation for the development of
the civil society

Triennial institutional support is helping us
to implement planned projects and activities
more easily (especially those for which cofinancing is required) and is giving us the
opportunity

to

participate

voluntarily

in

different councils and committees.

Those are primarily:
* activities of the Community Network,
which gathers more than 500 stakeholders
from all parts of Croatia
* support to the work of the Croatian
Network for Rural Development HMRR
* participation in meetings and work in various
working groups
* participation in and active contribution to
shaping public policies within the scope
of our professional orientation and also
monitoring their implementation.

19

INFORMING //
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Community Network

Web pages
ODRAZ Web page
Internet address: www.odraz.hr

Financing: Institutional support of National
foundation for the development of the civil society,
volunteer contribution from ODRAZ

During 2014 we published 250 announcements,
116 out of which were concerning current
domestic and EU call for proposals.

Community Network is active since 2004 as
an informal network, whose main purpose is
information sharing in the field of sustainable
local development. Community Network gathers
over 500 members from civil and public sector
alike, as well as a smaller portion of members
from the business sector.

Altogether, 97,805 visits to our webpage were
recorded.

21

CIVITAS ELAN project
Web page
Internet address: www.civitaszagreb.hr
We have continued to maintain CIVITAS ELAN
project web page, which currently serves as a
platform of CIVINET Slovenia – Croatia Network.
During 2014, 65 announcements were published
and 8,607 visits recorded.
We have secured the financial means for the
creation of the web page for the CIVINET Network,
which we plan to launch in mid 2015.

22
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e-Newsletters
eODRAZ
We are regularly informing the members of the
Community Network, via e-bulletin eODRAZ,
about our projects, relevant events, call for
proposals, training and other interesting topics
from the world of civil society, sustainable
local and rural development. During 2014 we
distributed 38 issues to over 500 recipients of
this newsletter.

CIVINET Info
We are informing members of CIVINET, other
interested stakeholders and media about
network’s activities, activities of the network
members, notifications on interesting events
related to urban mobility and news from the
EU. During 2014 five issues of e-newsletter
were published for 349 recipients in Croatia and
Slovenia.
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Social networks
ODRAZ Facebook page
Profile address:
www.facebook.com/odraz.odrzivi.razvoj.zajednice
Number of fans:
3,049 (status at December 31, 2014)

1.215 different information were published
– reports on our activities, interesting events,
education programs and call for proposals. We
also communicate the news of associations
who are in a similar field of work (sustainable
local development, rural development, civil
society development, community development,
sustainable mobility) and interesting texts from
other portals.
The number of new fans is continuously growing
(1,000 more in comparison to last year), as is the
number of views of our posts - it is by a couple
of times higher than the number of people who
formally follow our profile.

Facebook page
‘For the white City of Zagreb’
Profile address:
www.facebook.com/CivitasElan.ZaBijeliZagrebGrad
Number of fans:
1.411 (status at December 31, 2014)

We have continued to maintain CIVITAS ELAN
project web page, which currently serves as a
platform of CIVINET Slovenia – Croatia Network.
During 2014, 65 announcements were published
and 8,607 visits recorded.
We have secured the financial means for the
creation of the web page for the CIVINET Network,
which we plan to launch in mid 2015.

23
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You Tube kanal
Address: https://www.youtube.com/user/
ODRAZ2000

During 2014 we posted several videos, for
example: a short educational animated film
‘Community led local development’ (http://bit.
ly/1d8j3D3) and a recording of the TV program
‘Govornica’ (HTV 4, December, 2013) where the
president of ODRAZ appeared as a guest speaker
on the subject of the Guide on ecological permits.
http://bit.ly/1Gd5oGk

ODRAZ Youtube Channel, where 27 videos are
available, was visited by 5,140 viewers during
2014.

Open door days
of associations
ODRAZ has once again in 2014 joined the marking
of open door days of associations, organized by
the Office for the cooperation with NGOs of the
Government of the Republic of Croatia.
We informeded the visitors about our work, and
all of the visitors could, free of charge, choose
one of our publications.

Cooperation with media
During 2014 we had 15 media appearances, from
being guest speaker at the Croatian Television
(HTV), to information about our events and
activities posted on different portals and web
pages of other organizations (for example:
Pomakonline, mojzagreb.info, H-alter, web page
of the Ministry of maritime affairs, transport
and infrastructure, as well as The Association of
the Cities, Business events.info, Croatian blog
community, etc.)
Media from Bosnia and Herzegovina have
followed the workshops in Sarajevo, as part of the
crossborder project ‘Youth and public policies’
– three features were published in electronic
media, four on the radio, two in the newspapers
and three on web portals.
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EDUcation //
Enabling a range of different forms
of nonformal education is an
important part of the work of ODRAZ.
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Faculty of applied sciences VERN
– Electoral course ‘Environmental
protection and sustainable
development’
Partnership with the Faculty, business and civil sector in student education
The electoral course has been designed through the cooperation of VERN,
ODRAZ and the Institute for applied ecology OIKON - the course curriculum
has been prepared in accordance with best practice, but also with the
requirements of a contemporary society. The course holder is doc.dr.sc.
Zdravko Špirić, director of OIKON, and Lidija Pavić-Rogošić, director of
ODRAZ also participates in the lecturing. In the academic year 2013/2014
this course has been chosen by 20 students from the 3rd year of Economy
of entrepreneurship in the summer semester.
Workshop “Community led local sustainable development”
// Centre for culture “Trešnjevka”

27

Workshops
During 2014 we held 14 workshops as part of the implemented projects:
* three two-day workshops for 20 local stakeholders from the area
of LAG Una, and towns and municipalities of the Šibensko-kninska
County // ODRAZ school ‘Through knowledge towards sustainable
local development’
* two two-day workshops and a visit to the examples of good practice
for 18 young persons from Bosnia and Herzegovina // Youth and
public policies
* workshop ‘Community led local sustainable development’ for 26
participants from City of Zagreb // Active citizens for Zagreb –
Community as an engine of local development
* workshop on sustainable development for 26 participants from
City of Zagreb // Education for sustainable development: Through
knowledge towards sustainable local development
* six participatory workshops for the members of Local partnership
for employment of the City of Zagreb, whose aim was to reconsider
and evaluate the work of the LPZ and to give suggestions for the
revision of the Strategy for the Development of Human Resources of
the City of Zagreb // Capacity for development
* one-day workshop ‘Plans for sustainable mobility: concept and
implementation in Slovenia, Croatia and the neighbouring countries’
for about 50 participants – members of the CIVINET Network and city
representatives as well as the representatives of relevant institutions
from Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia and Austria
// CIVINET Slovenia – Croatia Network
* three-day workshop for about 20 members of LAG Podravina
// Technical assistance

PUBLIC POLICIES //
ODRAZ is actively contributing to the shaping
and monitoring the implementation of
policies related to our work and efforts.
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European Economic and
Social Committee (EESC)
The director of ODRAZ, Lidija Pavić-Rogošić is
a member of EESC (Group III – other Interests’
group) and is regularly participating at the
plenary sessions and section meetings in
Brussels, at the conferences and communication
activities. The president of ODRAZ, Višnja
Jelić Műck, has been named her alternate.

Activities in Croatia and the wider region
* On January 30, 2014. Lidija Pavić-Rogošić
visited Koprivnica High school, where she
presented EESC project Your Europe, Your
Say 2014! and shared experiences from last
year’s event.
* In
cooperation
with
the
European
Commission representation, an annual
meeting of the EESC Communication group
and members serving as contact points in
their respective countries was held in Zagreb
in March. On that occasion, a meeting in the
Croatian Parliament was held as well.
* Lidija Pavić-Rogošić participated in an
informative session on establishing the Joint
advisory committee EU-Croatia in Belgrade
on April 4, 2014.

Visit to students of High school “Koprivnica”

Events and conferences organized by EESC
Lidija Pavić-Rogošić has actively participated
in different events and conferences organized
by EESC: From austerity towards growth and
recovery; How to overcome economic and social
consequences of the crisis; Let’s talk about
happiness, not everything is in the GDP; Public
hearing on CLLD; Social economy and social
innovation as engines of competitiveness, growth
and social wellbeing; Inciting innovation for social
progress. She also participated in the meeting
of economic and social organizations of EuroMediterranean countries, organized by EESC in
November 2014 at Cyprus, EUROMED, Nicosia.

Annual meeting of EESC Communication Group
in Zagreb

Lidija Pavić-Rogošić had been chosen as a contact
person of EESC for Croatia, and has, in cooperation
with the Parliamentary Committee for European
affairs, in October 2014 organized a meeting of
Croatian EESC members with the presidents of
the parliamentary committees.
She was also a member of two study groups, which
prepared draft opinions of EESC: Community
led local development (CLLD) and the Role of
sustainable development and engagement of civil
society in stand-alone investment agreements
between EU and third countries.

30
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Great attention is being given to regular informing
on the events and opinions of EESC.
All of the reports from the plenary sessions,
conferences
and
events
can be
found in the
Croatian language on the
ODRAZ webpage, in the section EESC at
the
following
link:
http://bit.ly/1BKvJ8Z

Other advisory bodies
and working groups
* Local partnership for employment (LPZ) of
the City of Zagreb – analysis of the Strategy
for the Development of Human Resources of
the City of Zagreb // Lidija Pavić-Rogošić
* Local partnership for employment (LPZ)
of the Zagrebačka County – work on the
revision of the Strategy for the Development
of Human Resources of the Zagrebačka
County // Ksenija Vidović Vorberger
* Monitoring Committee of the fourth
component of IPA/ Human resources
development and Monitoring Committee
of the European Social Fund 2007 – 2013.
// Lidija Pavić-Rogošić
* Partner
council
// Višnja Jelić Műck.

of

Zagrebplan
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PUBLICATIONS //
24 ODRAZ publications and handbooks
and over 600 titles in the library
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Environmental permit
– A guide for the public
(2nd revised edition)
The guide was prepared as part of the
project ‘Environmental permits’ which was
conducting during 2013. In May 2014, during
the Zagreb Energy week, the 2nd revised
edition was presented.

The Guide brings general clarifications of the
process of public participation in decision
making, a display of the process of acquiring the
environmental permit and the participation of the
public in that process, with final comments and
recommendations. Through this Guide, we would
like to initiate interested public to participation
in the procedure of issuing of the environmental
permits.
* The electronic version of the Guide can be
found at the following link: http://bit.ly/1RM36VO
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Do the citizens in
Bosnia and Herzegovina
participate in the
decision making
processes?
As part of the ‘Youth and public policies’
project, we prepared a publication where we
presented the results of the action research
on the practice of civil society organizations’
participation in the decision making at the
local level in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Apart from the results on the state of public
involvement in shaping of and monitoring
public policies in Bosnia and Herzegovina at
the local level, possibilities for improvement
were also recommended. Altogether, 25 civil
society organizations and 13 local authorities
from various parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina
participated in the research.
* Electronic version of the publication can be
found at the following link: http://bit.ly/1p5yO2q

teCHNICAL
ASSISTANCE //
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Workshop ‘LAG
Podravina as an engine
of development’
At the invitation of LAG Podravina in April 2014,
ODRAZ, together with the Croatian Network
for Rural Development, has prepared and led
a three days workshop ‘LAG Podravina as an
engine of development’.
The workshop was held in the OPG venues in
Virje and Novigrad area and in the ‘Hunting
house’ Čambina. Around 20 members of LAG,
representatives of different societal groups and
areas covered by LAG participated.

External evaluation
of the projects
We conducted a participatory evaluation of two
projects of the association ZvoniMir from Knin
// ‘Citizens society – enhancing visibility and the
impact of civil society organisations and citizens
in decision making process’ and ‘Solidarity and
employment – hand in hand’.

35

ADDITIONAL
ACTIVITIES //
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Organization of
meetings and round
tables
During 2014 we organized four round tables:

Participation of the public in the process
of issuing the environmental permit
The round table was organized in May 2014
together with the Croatian Business Council
for Sustainable Development - HR PSOR. We
presented the second, revised, edition of the
publication ‘Environmental permit – a short guide
for the public’, and the panellists from the civil
and public sectors spoke about this topics, which
is not well known to many. // Zagreb Energy Week

Round
table
opportunities
entrepreneurship’

‘New
employment
through
social

Round table was held for around 30 members of
Local partnership for employment (LPZ) of the
City of Zagreb and other interested stakeholders
from various organizations in May 2014. Filip
Miličević, from the Ministry of labour and pension
system and Teo Petričević from ACT Group spoke
about new employment opportunities through
social entrepreneurship. The discussion was
moderated by Lidija Pavić-Rogošić // Zagreb
conversations on employment, project ‘Capacity
for development’
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Continuing support
for the work of the
Croatian Network for
Rural Development
ODRAZ is one of the founders of the Croatian
Network for Rural Development (HMRR) and has
been actively supporting its work for the past
couple of years.

How to solve the problem of high youth
unemployment and how to prepare them
faster and more efficiently for the labour
market?
The regional initiative for youth employment
was presented by Carmen Majetić Pavić, the
president of the Advisory board of the initiative,
after which a panel discussion was held. In the
panel, representatives of the Privredna Banka
Zagreb (PBZ) and Agrokor as well as around 30
participants, members of LPZ Zagreb and other
interested citizens participated. The discussion in
June 2014 was moderated by Lidija Pavić-Rogošić.
// Zagreb conversations on employment, ‘Capacity
for development’

Community led local development – round
table with the presentation of the new
ODRAZ film
In December, we presented to the wider public
a new way of planning and implementation of
local development, which was adopted by the
European Commission in the new programme
period and recommended to the member states.
Around 50 interested participants also had the
chance to see the new ODRAZ animated film on
the subject of community led local development,
and participate in the discussion after they have
heard the panellists from ODRAZ, The association
of the cities, the Economic Institute and Office
for the cooperation with NGOs. // project ‘Active
citizens for Zagreb – Community as an engine of
local development’

During 2014, Ksenija Vidović Vorberger has
extended support in the design of the flyers
for the announcement of the First Croatian
Rural Parliament, which was held in April 2015.
Additionally, she designed the Network’s work
report for the period of March 2013. – May 2014.
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Participation in
meetings, study tours
and workshops
ODRAZ has actively participated in the events
organized by other organizations, for example
* Global energy parliament 2014 (September,
Geneva) – The topic of the parliament was
‘Peace in the people, people in peace’.//
Lidija Pavić-Rogošić spoke about the
connection between peace and sustainable
development
* ClosEUp/Europe from close (September,
Zagreb) // Lidija Pavić-Rogošić participated
at the round table on the projects financed
from EU funds, and the film about the CIVITAS
ELAN project, in which ODRAZ participated,
was also presented
* The general assembly of the European
association LEADER for rural development –
ELARD (September, Brussels) // Lidija PavićRogošić from ODRAZ presented the Croatian
Network for Rural Development.

The representatives of ODRAZ participated
in over 10 other events and meetings on the
subjects such as new policies and programs of
the EU in the period until 2020, cooperation and
engagement of the public in the decision making
process and study tours to Czech Republic and
Austria.

Cooperation/
partnership with other
organizations
Cooperation was continued with around 30
associations and networks, and we became a
member of the Cooperative for ethical financing
- ZEF. Cooperation was also continued with cities,
companies, universities and other organizations,
primarily those engaged in the CIVINET Network,
LPZ or our projects. Cooperation was also
achieved with associations CPCD from Sarajevo
on the joint implementation of a project and
REDAH from Mostar and OIA from Sarajevo in the
preparation of the proposal for joint projects.
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Membership in domestic
and European networks
* CIVINET Slovenia – Croatia
// http://bit.ly/1IgBQJU

* Croatian Network for Rural Development –
HMRR // www.hmrr.hr

* Local partnership for employment of the
City of Zagreb (LPZ Zagreb)
// http://bit.ly/1ANqgDh

* Local partnership for employment of the
Zagrebačka County // http://bit.ly/1ANqn1E

* Cooperative for ethical financing (ZEF) //
www.zef.hr

* Euro-Mediterranean Foundation for the
Dialogue between Cultures ‘Anna Lindh’
(ALF)/ Croatian Network for cooperation at
Euro-Mediterranean
// www.annalindhfoundation.org
// http://bit.ly/1FtXPqL
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Expenditures

Revenues
Type of revenue
Transfered surplus revenue from 2013
Domestic donations

Sum (KN)
292.024,00
609.506,00

City of Zagreb

69.500,00

Croatian Environmental Protection and Energy

32.677,00

National Foundation of Civil Society Development
Foreign donations
European Comission
Revenues from own economic activities
Other revenues

Total revenues for 2014
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507.329,00
694.927,00

Type of expenditure
Gross salaries

12.100,00

Payroll taxes

74.805,00

Bussiness travel, transportation and employee
professional development
Projects collaborators fees
Office materials, utilities
Services

70.989,00

Refreshments, meals on trainings and meetings,

1.385.086,00

447.006,00

Other employees expenditures

694.927,00

9.664,00

Sum (KN)

dues
Amortization
Financial and other non mentioned expenditures
Donation and projects partners transfers
Total expenditures

Surplus revenue for 2015

74.707,00
102.616,00
19.100,00
167.984,00
39.619,00
26.287,00
7.422,00
72.103,00
1.043.749,00

632.892,00

about us //
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Institutional
development of ODRAZ
ODRAZ has, thanks to the institutional grant, held
a strategic planning of the organisation in Istria at
the end of July 2014, during which the issues such
as strengthening of ODRAZ, what is ODRAZ today,
and in which direction to go, were discussed.
During the workshop, a vacancy announcement
was defined for one new person, which was,
according to the plan established at the workshop,
implemented in autumn 2014.

ODRAZ-ov tim
PREDSIDENT
Višnja Jelić Műck
EMPLOYEES
Lidija Pavić-Rogošić,
Director
Ksenija Vidović Vorberger
Head of Information
Marina Vojković
Head of Office

SUBCONTRACTORS
Tihana Damjanović
Mario Munta
Teo Petričević
Ivana Sesar
Natko Stipaničev
VOLUNTEERS
Niko Barbić
Stipe Dević
Martina Jagnjić
Carmen Majetić Pavić
Mario Munta
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ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development
is an independent civil society organisation encouraging
and implementing changes leading towards sustainability.

